Capitol Broadcasting broadcasts Carolina Connection! (5th episode)

broadcast quarterly on WMTY-MyTV12 & WJZY

Carolina School of Broadcasting students invite you to tune in to Carolina Connection. Special features include:

NODA: The story of Charlotte’s most eclectic community.

The production team is Jepson Bell, Cody Peck, Christina Johnson, David Ripka, Phillip Waddy, Alex Green, Graham Binford. CSB Story Supervisor: Shannon Reichley

Kids Rein: How horse therapy is being used to help autistic people.

The production team is Dwayne Lester, Jenny Burton, Cody Peck, Blake Farmer

Von Souraphol, Tommy Beard, Johnny Darling, Jim Scruggs

Habitat For Humanity: How Habitat is expanding its efforts.

The production team is: Von Souaphol, Phillip Waddy, Jim Scruggs, Graham Binford, Tommy Beard, David Ripka, Malik Dixon, Lauren Umstead

CSB Story Supervisor: Dutch Adkins

Harvey B. Gantt Center: A visit to Charlotte’s African American cultural arts center.

The production team is Johnny Darling, Corey Collins, Malik Dixon, Phillip Waddy

CSB Story Supervisor: Stephen Wood

ON THE AIRWAVES & OVER THE NET!

Storm Watch- www.csbradiotv.edu

There are a lot of changes at The Storm, most notably, the revival of The Breakfast Buffet Morning Show. Originally created by Station Manager M. Doc Geressy and CSB graduates Travis Wilson and Labrey Burris in the fall of 2009, The Breakfast Buffet is back on the air and incorporated into the Lab Curriculum of the school. The show provides an opportunity for students to participate in and experience Co-Hosting, News Reporting, Sports Reporting, and Producing for a live morning show. When not staffed by students, The Breakfast Buffet runs a Best-of Show with clips from previous shows.

Ron Holland, host of The Ron Holland Show, Mondays from 2-3pm, has started guest co-hosting on Fridays with Buzzmaster Henry Hollingshead on The Buzz from Noon to 2pm. This match-up guarantees a show full of sparks and excitement as Henry and Ron tackle a variety of topics and current news and political issues.

Several new sports shows have been added to the Storm’s line-up, including Grilling with Catfish & Jepson, Monday and Wednesdays from 10-11am, and The DC Weezy Hour with Nate & Graham, Fridays from 10-Noon.

As always, the Storm can be heard 24/7 via the website, CSBTheStorm.com.
CSB Students in the field:

Oravanh Souraphol- WLNK-Bob & Sheri Show
Graham Binford- WFNZ-Sports 610
Eric Wilson- WCCB-Fox 18
Eric Givens- SPEED TV
Christina Johnson- News 14-Charlotte
Jim Ryan- Clear Channel Comm.-WEND/Everyday Edisons
Nate Addlestone- WFNZ-Sports 610
Corey Collins- CBS Radio- Ace & TJ Show
Jepson Bell- 730AM-Fox Sports
Dusty Jamieson- WBTV-Sports
Zach Simpson- WLNK
Dwayne Lester- Radio One
Shirazi Hunter- Curtis Media Group
Erica Branson- SPEED TV
Frasier Nye- 730-AM Fox Sports
Jeremy Williams- Raycom Sports
Shaked Bartal- ESPN
Donald Guy- WTVI
Melissa Hunter- Nascar Media Group
Lizzie Horton- WBTV Traffic Reporter
Brittany Begely- WCNC Traffic Reporter
Amos Kelso- Showtime Sports/Emulsion Arts-Freelance Film
Lauren Umstead- WBTV-Sports
Johnny Darling- Everyday Edisons & WBTV
Tommy Beard- WBTV & Fox Sports 730AM

CSB VIDEO PRODUCTION

If you or your organization is interested in video production or video archiving an Event, please contact the Carolina School of Broadcasting. 704-394-9272. The CSB Production Team will gladly create a proposal to meet your budget!

In an expression of gratitude.....

The family of Jonathan Geiger (Class of September 2000) continues to keep his spirit alive through their annual in-kind donation to CSB. In recognition of the joy his professional pursuit in radio brought him, the CSB audio facilities are growing and improving as a result of their thoughtfulness in his memory.
CSB continues to work with the Charlotte community in providing Interns and Production Assistance throughout the country!

Charlotte Black Tie Gala CSB teamed up with All the Trim Event Planners (Kristen Burke, CSB Graduate) to document the Fourth Annual East Charlotte Black Tie Gala at the historic Charlotte Museum of History. The Charlotte East Community Partners (CECP) is a neighborhood organization comprised of more than 70 communities and non-profit organizations working for the continued preservation and economic prosperity of the neighborhoods and business corridors throughout East Charlotte. This event, Charlotte Black Tie Gala is the annual fund-raiser which allows CECP to continue their community outreach initiatives. This year’s theme, “The Future” created memories about the past and also gave people an opportunity to look towards the future. CSB students/graduates, Amos Kelso & Chris Langham shot and edited the final DVD.

FBI: Criminal Pursuit Investigation Discovery, Brandon Falls CSB Graduate-Assoc. Producer. Brandon assisted in producing 11 of the 17 episodes which goes inside the world of the FBI. The show is called; "FBI: Criminal Pursuit".

Designed 2 Shine Production, CSB students, Johnny Darling, Graham Binford and Von Souraphol, under the supervision of Mark Allen and Jay Rich produced a live event called, Designed 2 Shine, that included a concert, fashion show and speaking session. The event was held at the Pitts Baptist Church. Hannah Arrowood, was the Director of the event and her goal is to encourage the next generation to faith inspired beauty.

Second Annual Kidney Foundation Walk CSB worked with Shelley Minor for the second annual Kidney Foundation walk. Graduate, Eric Givens was the videographer for the event. The event was held at the Charlotte Knights Baseball Stadium in Ft. Mill, SC. It was a fundraiser for the Foundation and the event helps to bring awareness to the services provided by the Kidney Foundation.

The Union Mills Learning Center hosted a Benefit Concert & Jam Series and students Amos Kelso, Blake Farmer, Melissa Hunter, Dusty Jamieson, Erica Branson, Eric Wilson videotaped the performances and put together a music video for possible broadcast and archival purposes. The Board of Directors of the UMLC has a goal of extending the series, so stay tuned for future shows! www.unionmillslearningcenter.org.

Festival in the Park Rob McCale with the Charlotte Folk Society asked CSB to videotape his performance and others at the Folk Stage during Festival in the Park. DVD’s are currently being produced by CSB student, Cody Peck.

Black Shopping Network- CSB Students Linana Majors, Johnny Darling & Corey Collins worked as Production Assistants for the live Black Shopping Network broadcast. This experience provided students an inside/behind-the-scenes look at how a Shopping Network is produced and broadcast.

New CSB Financial Aid Director!

The Carolina School of Broadcasting graciously accepts donations and gifts that enhance the learning experience of the students enrolled in the Broadcast Communications Technology Program. To donate, simply call the school at 704-395-9272.

Wells Fargo/V-Net- Donated a Library Set for the Television Studio & wireless microphones.

Tru-Pak Moving Company-Provided the moving for the Library Set.

Naka Productions- Donated a Music Library for the on campus internet radio station, The Storm.

CSB is honored to welcome Julie Anderson as the new Financial Aid Director at Carolina School of Broadcasting. She graduated from Erskine College with a Bachelor's Degree in Elementary Education and Montreat College with a Masters in Business Administration. She has been in financial aid since 2004 and loves helping students find a way to attend college. You can reach Julie at 704-395-9272, ext. 20. Call today to learn about Financial Aid opportunities that are available to you!
Why is choosing an Accredited School important to you?

Carolina School of Broadcasting is the only Broadcast School in Charlotte that is accredited! Carolina School of Broadcasting is accredited by ACCSC and licensed by the NC State Board of Community Colleges. What does that mean? It means that a school has passed a rigorous examination of its curriculum and facilities to insure that you receive a quality education.

Only schools that are accredited can be approved by the Department of Education to offer Title IV funding, also known as financial aid for those who qualify. So if you are interested in a Pell Grant (money for your education that you do not pay back) or a Direct loan or PLUS loan (with very low interest rates), then choose a nationally accredited school like the Carolina School of Broadcasting. Learn more about the program at www.csbradiotv.edu and clicking on Financial Aid.

704-395-9272 ext. 20 for tuition assistance information.

New Sessions begin in September, January, April and May. Day & Evening classes available. Call today to register.

Shift your broadcast career into High Def

www.csbradiotv.edu

CSB takes on Mt. Kilimanjaro!

The Carolina School of Broadcasting was commissioned to produce a video for world renowned mountain climber and adventurer Macon Dunnagan. Macon is known for having climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro 17 times! The school produced a piece for Macon to present at both the New York Times Travel Show as well as the Washington D.C. Adventure Show. Macon is planning several trips back to Kilimanjaro, including a “Climb for Water” and an “Ovarian Cancer Climb” this September.

Macon Dunnagan

Mt. Kilimanjaro located in north-eastern Tanzania is the highest mountain in Africa at 19,341 ft above sea level!

Veterans!

Veterans, use your Montgomery G.I. Bill, including Post-9-11 benefits at Carolina School of Broadcasting. Carolina School of Broadcasting is approved to administer Chapter 30 and Chapter 35 educational benefits. You can start the process at www.gibill.va.gov/ or call Carolina School of Broadcasting and ask to speak to the VA Certifying Official. We will be glad to answer your questions and help you shift your broadcast career into High Def!

SPORTS

For the second consecutive year, CSB Students will be announcing the 2011 American Legion Pineville Post 337 Junior and Senior Baseball Teams. Head Coach, Mike Edwards, is excited about their new facility at Jack Hughes Park this season. This is a first rate opportunity for our Sports Announcing students as the new press box is enclosed and includes a state of the art sound system.

Dr. Herman Howard contacted Carolina School of Broadcasting for assistance in the on air broadcasting of the UNC Charlotte 49er’s Baseball games and videotaping hockey games at the Extreme Ice Center. This is a terrific opportunity for the CSB Sports Broadcasting students Jepson Bell and Anthony Cristo.

Veterans!

Mt. Kilimanjaro located in north-eastern Tanzania is the highest mountain in Africa at 19,341 ft above sea level!